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Subject matter of the dissertation: The morbid metaphors in the Spanish political discourse

Author of the matter’s dissertation: K.A. Yuhta

Scientific supervisor: N.V. Gurova

Customer organization: Pyatigorsk State Linguistic University

Topically of the research: the research is dedicated to the actual problems which are deal with the political language and metaphorical transformation, the complexity of the metaphorical models and the importance of its investigation concerning different aspects of the linguistics

Goals: to give a complex definition and analysis of the morbid metaphorical models in the Spanish discourse dedicated to the different political events and all over the world

Tasks: to analyze the theoretical approaches to the linguistic phenomena of the political discourse, the theory of the conceptual metaphors and metaphorical transformation; to systematize and describe the morbid metaphorical models of the Spanish political discourse

Theoretical and practical significance of the research: the research is of great value for further scientific investigations in the fields of the political linguistics, conventional metaphor, semantics and pragmatics. It can be useful creating lectures on the political linguistics, stylistics, pragmatics, leaning and teaching the Spanish

Results of the research: the research gives a deep integrated analysis of the morbid metaphorical models in the Spanish political discourse, linguistic consciousness and mentality, detects its particularities

Recommendations: the research outlines further perspectives of the comparatives investigations in different language and in the field of the different aspects of the political discourse and the political narrative